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a collage of forms bY  
AAmer TAher Tucks awaY 
a Tropical home builT 
around a modern lifesTYle

AAmer TAher’s ArchiTecTure TeAses. 
For the onlooker, the idea of a house is offered in slices: a square 
pocket of aqua (the end of a suspended pool), a glass drum cage 
(holds a staircase), and a floating strip of green – an organic screen of 
black bamboo whose slender stems and wispy foliage do not block 
out so much as offer glimpses of the living spaces behind.

Add to that, the daring assembly of it all – the stacked levels, the 
rising cylindrical volume, the curvilinear wrap around, the spiral. 
The house draws curious, even pensive, looks because it bears these 
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strong lines and forms – all of which suggest rather than tell – and 
also because none of its neighbours along the terraced strip, though 
owning similar plots, quite possess a composition such as this.

So the building (indeed by an architect known for putting out 
work with “flair and curves”) makes an impression. The appreciation 
of the architecture, though, really deepens inside where the collaged 
volumes and forms, seemingly fragmented on the outside, is 
experienced as a flow of spaces that reveals itself to be thoughtfully 
engaged with its owner’s way of living. 

work iT:
The timber stair 
atrium is a stunning 
feature in and of 
itself

piece oF ArT:
Aamer Taher assembles 
a collage of forms in a 
tight terrace plot
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This project is located in a small residential enclave behind the 
famous Orchard Road shopping belt. Surrounded by malls, the first 
challenge of the house lies in the need to introduce plenty of greenery 
to offer relief from its strong urban context. Given the house’s tight 
footprint, the garden could not sprawl; rather, as demonstrated on its 
front, it had to go upwards. 

“From the front, it’s like the hanging gardens of Babylon,” says 
Taher of house’s elevated greenery, which has been incorporated 
on every level of the three-and-a-half storey building. “Apart from 
purifying the air and screening the neighbours, you get a sense of 
living in a garden house. We like that very much.” 

Taher is not referring only to himself and his client, but also 
guests who are frequently received here. Designed for its owner as 
much as for his guests, the house treats its visitor to quite a welcome. 
Upon entering the house a bright stair atrium immediately draws 
one in and up.

“We had to make the stair a main attraction so that guests know 
straightaway that they have to climb up” – up the landing where a 
surprise awaits in the form of an overhead water skylight. 

This is not only a welcoming orchestration. “It’s a courtyard, a 
grand stair, a light well and a grand lobby all in one,” Taher explains. 
And because the owner does plenty of entertaining, sometimes 
“during parties it is also a step seating and a hangout area like the 
great Spanish steps in Rome,” Taher adds. “It becomes a gathering 
space that is grand. Rarely do you get a staircase being used much 
except for climbing, let alone in a tight terrace house.”
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“from The fronT, 
iT’s like The hanging 

gardens of babYlon”

nATure grounds:
The house is decked in 
earthy tones of various 

types of timber

under wATer:
A water skylight 
gives the house a 
strong talking point

inTernAl sTrengTh:
An expert selection of 

furniture pieces dot the 
house

suiTe move:
A clever extension of 
the swimming pool 
turns it into a water 
feature

photo Credit: edward hendriCks 
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“...a Timber ‘cage’ 
suspended over 

The main enTrance 
aTrium wiTh a glass 
floor...seXY, plaYful 

and inTriguing!”

1st Storey Plan

2nd Storey Plan

3rd Storey Plan

Roof Plan
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Across the second level, the main living spaces then pan out. 
Here, the plan is straightforward; the dining area adjoins the kitchen 
to the back, and the main living room opens to the front with a semi-
outdoor timber deck, fringed with aforementioned bamboo planting. 
For Taher, who has a wealth of experience in building in the tropics, 
these soft boundaries that blur the inside and outside are a main 
design intention: they assimilate modern buildings into their locale 
in terms of climate and culture. Essentially kept open on ends, this 
chill-out second level is well ventilated and even enjoys the breeze 
– a quality its owner especially appreciates after a day at work in the 
air-conditioned office. 

Access to the master on the third floor and the roof garden, Taher 
explains, has to be via a compact spiral stair to save space in the tight 
plot. “We decided to make it a feature; a timber ‘cage’ suspended 
over the main entrance atrium with a glass floor...sexy, playful and 
intriguing!” At night, when roof top barbeque parties are in full 
swing, the cage lights up by way of embedded lighting strips. 

While it definitely serves as a great home for entertaining, on 
quieter days the house can also be enjoyed privately. The master 
suite that is on the third level not only boasts a light-filled ensuite 
bathroom, it also steps out to a pool and a sun deck. A vertical 
green wall above the mosaic-floored pool completes the resort feel. 
Notably, this green wall has been strategically placed to face back 

drum iT up:
The cylindrical 
volume rises to the 
rooftop as a distinct 
feature

wind up:
A tight spiral 
staircase saves 
precious real estate
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aquatech products & services pte ltd (65) 68421188 bang & olufsen bang-olufsen.com eureka Technologies pte ltd (65) 6775 

8533 eurekasingapore.com.sg grandwork international pte ltd (65) 6732 7320 grandwork.com.sg hangrohe (65) 6884 5060 

hansgrohe.com.sg space furniture (65) 6415 0000 spacefurniture.com.sg w.atelier (65) 6735 6546 watelier.com

Architects aamer architects

Project Team aamer Taher

Building/ Construction Company 

lead builders pte ltd

Civil and Structural engineering Firm 

sb ng & associates c e

Quantity Surveyor chin cost & management 

consultant pte ltd

Landscape Design nyee phoe pte ltd

Furnishing Consultant space furniture

Time to Complete 12 months

Total Floor Area 2600sqft

Aamer Architects 

(65) 6280 3776 aamertaher.com

Furniture living room b&b italia ‘bend’ sofa, second 

floor Timber deck b&b italia ‘canasta’ lounge sofa, master 

34 JAlAn JinTAn

bedroom b&b italia ‘up’ easy chair, dining room and staircase 

foyer vitra ‘heart cone’ chair, all from space furniture. 

Lighting moooi ‘dear ingo’ pendant lamp in dining room 

and entrance foyer moooi ‘raimond’ pendant lamps from 

space furniture. 

Fixed and Fitted generally throughout, gira wiring and 

home automation from eureka Technologies, audio-visual 

equipment from bang & olufsen. in bathrooms, fixtures and 

fittings from hansgrohe, ToTo ‘neorest’ wc from w.atelier.

Finishes living room flooring is white marble. second 

floor external flooring is chengal wood. foyer wall, 

bedroom walls, and flooring for foyer staircase are ash 

Timber. swimming pool finish is bisazza mosaic from 

aquatech. generally throughout, Joinery by grandwork 

international, and curtains and blinds from sofy.

into the master bedroom, so even when indoors, with framed views 
of external greenery and water (the pool is extended to wrap around 
outside like a curved moat), the feel of being in a tropical garden 
resort is not diminished. The sense of a garden house that Taher 
intended for the project is also achieved through its first floor where 
the family room and other bedrooms for visiting guests and family 
have been placed. Even if the spaces here feel tucked, cocooned, and 
fittingly cosy, all the private rooms have ensuite bathrooms that open 
out to natural light, air and greenery. It is really design decisions such 
as these incorporating nature, architecture, and lifestyle that really 
make this house a delightful urban tropical home.  

clever sTrips:
An elevated 

swimming pool and 
vertical green wall 

are just two among 
the home’s many 

features

TropicAl norm:
Indoor-outdoor 
relationships are 
blurred in respect 
of classic tropical 
architecture

sofT boundaries...
assimilaTe modern buildings 

inTo Their locale 


